Innovative fixtures for life™

Designed with insight, Wisdom is an inspirational fixture complementing a wide spectrum of sensibilities.

Wisdom
Bathroom Fixtures
Wisdom Faucets

F28003 – CP $249 BN $299
Single Lever Lavatory Tap
Includes pop-up FA726

F28006 – CP $359 BN $429
Dual Handle Lavatory Tap
Includes pop-up FA726

F2812T – CP $399 BN $499
Two Piece Roman Tub Trim Set*
*Requires Single Lever Roman Tub Rough-in without Diverter: F2002B – $259

F2813T – CP $499 BN $599
Three Piece Roman Tub Trim Set*
*Requires Single Lever Roman Tub Rough-in with Diverter: F2003B – $299

F28008T – CP $249 BN $299
Wall Mounted Faucet Trim*
*Requires rough-in F3000B for horizontal installation. CP $170 BN $190. Pop-up not included.

FP8001293
CP $10 BN $12
4” cover plate

FA726
CP $59 BN $69
Waste Pop-up with Overflow

FA725
CP $59 BN $69
Waste Pop-up with Overflow

FA725B
CP $39 BN $49
Waste Pop-up without Overflow

FA725C
CP $39 BN $49
Always Open Pop-up without Overflow

Also available:
Pressure Balancing Bath & Shower Packages

**Wisdom Tub & Shower Trim Package**
Includes: Cover Plate with Handle, Rain Shower Arm, Rain Shower Head, Tub Spout
Requires valve with 2 way diverter: $219

**Wisdom Handheld Shower with Slide Bar Trim Package**
Includes: Cover Plate with Handle, Shower Arm, Shower Head, Slide Bar, Handheld Shower, Wall Outlet, Hose
Requires valve with 2 way diverter: $219

**Value Priced Tub & Shower Trim Package**
Includes: Cover Plate with Handle, Shower Arm, Shower Head, Tub Spout
Requires valve with 2 way diverter: $219

**Value Priced Shower Trim Package**
Includes: Cover Plate with Handle, Shower Arm, Shower Head
Requires valve without diverter: $160

**Wisdom Shower with Handheld Trim Package**
Includes: Cover Plate with Handle, Rain Shower Arm, Rain Shower Head, Handheld Shower with Holder, Wall Outlet, Hose
Requires valve with 2 way diverter: $219

**Wisdom Shower Trim Package**
Includes: Cover Plate with Handle, Rain Shower Arm, Rain Shower Head
Requires valve without diverter: $160

**Value Priced Tub & Shower Packages**
- **F382001T** – CP $430 BN $519
  - Wisdom Shower with Handheld Trim Package
  - Includes: Cover Plate with Handle, Rain Shower Arm, Rain Shower Head, Handheld Shower with Holder, Wall Outlet, Hose
  - Requires valve with 2 way diverter: $219

- **F382002T** – CP $420 BN $499
  - Wisdom Tub & Shower Trim Package
  - Includes: Cover Plate with Handle, Rain Shower Arm, Rain Shower Head, Tub Spout
  - Requires valve with 2 way diverter: $219

- **F381003T** – CP $270 BN $329
  - Wisdom Shower Trim Package
  - Includes: Cover Plate with Handle, Rain Shower Arm, Rain Shower Head
  - Requires valve without diverter: $160

- **F382004T** – CP $350 BN $420
  - Wisdom Handheld Shower with Slide Bar Trim Package
  - Includes: Cover Plate with Handle, Shower Arm, Shower Head, Slide Bar, Handheld Shower, Wall Outlet, Hose
  - Requires valve with 2 way diverter: $219

- **F382005T** – CP $200 BN $249
  - Value Priced Tub & Shower Trim Package
  - Includes: Cover Plate with Handle, Shower Arm, Shower Head, Tub Spout
  - Requires valve with 2 way diverter: $219

- **F381006T** – CP $150 BN $179
  - Value Priced Shower Trim Package
  - Includes: Cover Plate with Handle, Shower Arm, Shower Head
  - Requires valve without diverter: $160

**Pressures Balancing Bath & Shower Packages**
*cp = chrome plated finish  bn = PVD brushed nickel finish*
**Options**

**Handheld Accessories**
- 8" ABS [CP 599] BS 599
- 8" Brass [CP 585] BS 585
- 6" ABS [CP 589] BS 585

Square Rain Shower Head
- 8" ABS [CP 585] BS 585
- Round Rain Shower Head
- 5-Function ABS Shower Head

**Shower Arms**
- 8" Brass [CP 585] BS 585
- Round Handheld Shower Wall Outlet
- Square Handheld Shower Wall Outlet

**Tub Fillers**
- For PEX (F1001B-PEX) and Rough-in PB Valve
- F6000100 CP 529 BS 535

3-Function ABS Shower Wand
- 5" Function ABS Shower Wand
- 1/2" Flex Hose

**Cover Plate & Valves**
- F1001B Spar Single Handle Deck Mount Tub Filler
- F1001 CP 599 BS 599
- Single Handle Deck Mount Tub Filler
- F1015 CP 519 BS 519
- Single Handle Deck Mount Tub Filler
- F1020 CP 529 BS 529
- Single Handle Deck Mount Tub Filler
- F1048 CP 549 BS 549

**Extension Kits**
- For F1001B Valve: F-extvc-bl (1/2" cartridge extension) No finish 559
- For F1012V Valve: F-ext1012 (1/2" cartridge extension) CP68 BS 579
- For F1038 Valve: F-ext1083 (1/2" cartridge extension) No finish 564

**Slide Rails**
- 8" ABS [CP 585] BS 585
- Solid Brass Slide Rail
- 8" ABS [CP 585] BS 585
- Solid Brass Slide Rail

---

**Handy Accessories**
- For PEX 1/2" expansion
- F6016008 8" ABS [CP 599] BS 599
- F6016008 8" Brass [CP 599] BS 599

**8" Shower Arm**
- F6016008 8" ABS [CP 599] BS 599
- 8" ABS [CP 599] BS 599

**Square Handheld Shower Holder**
- F6016008 8" ABS [CP 599] BS 599

**Round Rain Shower Arm**
- F6016008 8" ABS [CP 599] BS 599

**Diverter**
- Single Handle Deck
- F6001010 CP 519 BS 529

**F1012V-Non Share Standard. For sharing order F1012V-Share for F1012V-Share PE or F1012V-Share PE 5244**

**Tub Spout with Streamer**
- F6058034 CP 580 BS 596 8" Tub Spout

---

**Slide Rail**
- Solid Brass
- 27" CP 519 BS 519 Side Rail

---

**Contact**
- www.fluidfaucets.com  help@sustainableproducts.com
- TOLL FREE 1 800 460 7019  TEL 604 430 2020  FAX 604 430 5050

---
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